
Social Media Identity



Our User Persona

So, we’ve built New Earth Garden around two main user personas, and when tapping into Instagram, their biggest audience aligns 
with The Woke Shopper. Instagram is the best platform to advertise for online stores so it should be our main focus. 





Shareable Posts on Instagram

The Woke shopper has grown up in an age where they are constantly bombarded with tv ads, radio ads, billboards, and especially social media 
ads. To stick out, we need content that is educating, entertaining, and relatable. The human aspect is incredibly important. 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CGilXogghZA/ https://www.instagram.com/p/CEKN1zrAUQi/https://www.instagram.com/p/CHETz4IFhIN/



Visually appealing straightforward stories

Catching someone’s attention within a second is not easy. Stories should be colorful, short, and simple. 



Being a Socially Conscious Brand

Customers, especially within the recent years value companies that are socially conscious, and brands from shoemakers to chocolatiers have 
all been very vocal on social issues. When posting, it’s important to be sensitive and genuine and remember these are not opportunities for 
self promotion, but opportunities to show support. We should always give it multiple eyes to make sure the content isn’t “tonedeaf”



We are 

We believe that it should be easy to find eco-friendly 
products suited for your needs.

So why is what we are doing

IMPORTANT?



Why we care, and why others will too. 

Large corporations have done irreversible damage to our ecosystem and continue to run unsustainable businesses despite scientific 
evidence that their actions have caused trash-filled oceans, unbreathable air, unhealthy food, etc. New Earth Garden is different. We
care about the environment because we care about people. 



NEG is a missions-driven company

Sustainability is important! It is one of the most impactful, human things we can do for ourselves and the planet. Promoting New Earth 
Garden is more than your average advertising. By supporting businesses with sustainable practices, we are trying to provide consumers 
with a better alternative and change the idea that the environment is solely customers’ responsibilities. 
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Examples of successful missions-driven brands on ig



Look & Feel for NEG



Look & Feel for NEG



Idea  #1 Recycled Goods



Idea #2 Promoting Flexitarianism



Idea #3 The NEG alternative



Thank you!


